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CUSTOMER AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

OMNICHANNEL EXPERIENCES WITH VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
Mary recently purchased a router online
and had some queries. She opens the
chatbot on the company’s website.

Mary had some questions regarding its
setup and the chatbot provided relevant
articles from an FAQ database.

https://www.csscorp.com/services/cognitive-customer-experience-platform/

The bot would seamlessly

TRANSFER THE CHAT
TO THE AGENT

Rahul Madhusudan joshi
( March15, 2019, 05:20:44PM )

But Mary was not satisﬁed
hence seeking more information,
she continues to chat.

In the process, the bot creates a
ticket, thereby accelerating the
initial level of troubleshooting.

This ampliﬁes the agent
experience and productivity,
freeing the agent from
labor-intensive tasks.

Mary is thrilled as the ease
of resolution saved time &
reduced her effort!

Be enabled like
Mary

FASTER TICKET RESOLUTION WITH OFFLINE CODE GENERATION
Alice, who is in her
late 50s was trying to
do a Skype call with
her son in Sydney and
found the Internet
not working.

Alice immediately calls
the support team and
James picks up the call.
Be Smart Like Alice!

James listens to
the issue and asks
Alice to open the EUCS
application and guides her to
generate the voice assisted ofﬂine code.

Alice shares the ofﬂine code with James over
the phone. James decodes it from his end and
ﬁnds out that some services were down.
ED
ISSUE FIX

Alice happily completes the Skype call
with her son on his birthday.

Be smart
like Alice!

laptop remove phones, tablet ETC.
ks!

EMPOWERING AGENTS THROUGH CUSTOMER SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
2 days later, she had the same
issue with the router again.

Jane reaches out to a
support agent for her
WiFi router issue.

“I am so
irritated having
to face this issue
repeatedly.”
“I have a router which was
working ﬁne. But there is a
problem after a power outage.
Could you let me know why this
has occurred again for the device
Omnivista #PRD5387245?”

The agent guides the
customer and ﬁxes
the issue.

Be empowered
like the agent.

The agent understands Jane's
frustration and can see a RED icon on
case sentiments, which indicates that
the customer sentiment is negative.

Positive sentiment
Negative sentiment

The Digital Assistant displays related
case numbers of the past that is used
to ﬁx the resolution. The agent also
refers to KBs, SOPs recommended
based on Jane’s intent.

SELF-HELP THROUGH AI-BASED RECOMMENDATION ENGINE
Vera was designing an app for her business, Flowers
For All, when she ran into an application security
issue during deployment.

09:05

Searching for solutions, Vera is presented
with 10 recommendations from the AI-based
recommendation engine.

Vera manually navigates to an intuitive
community portal website for solving app
security issues.

09:05

09:05
B

B

Banking App

B

Banking App

Banking App

FERMENTUM

Phone Number

Community portal

$ 5,290

+495 (124) 124 885 779

Password

Morbi consequat sit amet

$ 360

Error

09:05

B

$ 290

$ 620

B

What are the top 5 cloud
application security risks?

Rating 5

09:05

Banking App

Adipiscing Elit

Cancel

What is the best way to secure your
application for a delivery business?

CONSECTETUR ADIPISCING

SIGN IN

Banking App

120

100

Aliquam erat volutpat. Maecenas tincidunt risus in
ornare tincidunt.
80

GET STARTED

Congue

Rating 4.5

40

Proin vitae nisl facilisis

17.290

15

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

Congue

Proin vitae nisl facilisis

Fermentum

42%

Adipiscing Elit

64%

Proin vitae nisl facilisis

Congue

Proin vitae nisl facilisis

Proin vitae nisl facilisis

The best firewall application security
software to secure your business.

Rating 3

The Top 10 best tips for ensuring
360-degree Application Security.
Rating 1.5

Vera chose the top 3 recommendations,
but still has questions about security
conﬁguration.

The recommendation engine also
connected her to the top community
experts. Vera engages with the experts
and gets a quick response.

?

XEROX
And just like that, Vera’s issue is
resolved!
Glad I could help
you! Have a good
day!

Recommendations
Was your issue resolved?
If not, connect to someone who
can help!

The community portal saved time &
effort. All thanks to the recommendation
engine, Vera is happy.

SELF-HELP WITH VISUAL IVR FOR RESOLVING NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
!

??

SUPPORT CASE & KB User Story

XEROX

Victor runs an
Internet Café
with services
like printing &
photocopy in
Philippines.

INTERNET
CONNECTION LOST

INTERNET
CONNECTION LOST

One weekend,
the internet
goes down in his
café bringing all
services to a
halt.

INTERNET
CONNECTION LOST

INTERNET
CONNECTION LOST

Continuous access to internet is
the backbone of his café and his
customers vouch for his prompt
and courteous service.

?
INTERNET
CONNECTION LOST

Victor tries
calling into
customer care,
but it does not
resolve his
issue.

He picks up his phone, scans his
router bar code to add the product
and registers himself successfully.
APP INSTALLED
SUCCESSFULLY!

INTERNET
CONNECTION LOST

INTERNET
CONNECTION LOST

Every hour without
the internet would
lead to monetary
loss and customer
dissatisfaction.

Victor creates a
ticket in a snap
and gets access
to Call/ Live
Chat.

He then
remembers
downloading the
GADET+ app earlier.

Without

The issue
is resolved.

Victor could have faced
Now Victor relies on

XEROX

With internet connectivity back on,
Victor can now service his customers.

Business
Downtime

INTERNET
CONNECTION LOST

Revenue
Loss

Customer
Attrition

to ensure easier and
Quicker Resolution.

Be Like
VICTOR!

DEVICE REPLACEMENT POWERED BY GADET+
HeHeinstantly
instantly
downloads the
downloads
the
GADET+ app.
GADET app

Frank tracks the status
of his
through
the
FrankRMA
tracks the
status
GADET+
app.
on
the
of his RMA through
moveGADET
andappeven
on the gets
the move
replacement
and even gets
the replacement
delivered
the very
nextdelivered
day. the very

REPLAC
EMENT
DELIVER
SUCCES ED
SFULLY!

PC0BML45
PC0BML45

HDC0007429

HDC0007429

next day

He isHethrilled
is thrilledwith
with
QUICK
TURNAROUND
QUICK TURNAROUND TIME
TIME and and
STRESS-FREE
STRESS-FREE
ACCESSIBILITY
ACCESSIBILITY
to tosupport.
support

Using the
Using
the QR
QR code
codeofof the
the
device,
Frank
easily
device, Frank easily
raises an
raises an RMA.

RMA

The
team quickly
quickly
The support
support team
approves
his
request
approves his requestand
and
Frank
receives
the
Frank receives the
notiﬁcation instantly.
notification instantly
Request
Approved

Frank buys a new WiFi router and
ﬁnds out that it is not working.

BE LIKE
BE
LIKE
FRANK
FRANK

INSTALLATION SUPPORT MADE EASY THROUGH AR
Linda bought a router and is facing issues with
installation even after repetitive trials.

She uses her Whatsapp Desktop application and
sends a request to the contact center for support
on router installation.

She recieves a link of a visual bot on her Whatsapp
Desktop and clicks on it. The visual bot opens in
the browser.

The computer vision AI of the visual bot guides Linda
step by step to install the router by visually interacting
with her in self-service mode.

Linda’s new router is working now and she is astonished
at her awesome experience on how the visual bot can
resolve the issue without any human intervention.

How do I
install the
router?

Linda points her phone
camera to the router.

Visual bot screen
representation (For
illustration purpose only)

The visual
bot is very
convenient
to use.

STEP 1
STEP 2
STEP 3

if the router installation still fails,
the visual bot will seamlessly
escalate the case to the agent.

The visual bot will provide an option
to Linda to connect to the agent via
WhatsApp Desktop.

The visual bot updates the case with the
customer issue information and video
conversation for the agent’s reference.

The agent accepts the
case and resolves it.

ENTERPRISE IT

UNLOCK ACCOUNTS THROUGH MOBILE-BASED MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
John downloads and opens
the QUICK RESET app. and
clicks on password reset.

John rejoins ofﬁce after 2 months of
medical leave and he realizes that his
account is disabled.

Password Expired!
User Account Locked

Password
Reset

His colleague suggests that he
downloads the "Quick Reset"
mobile app. for unlocking and
resetting his account.
He is really
impressed by the way things
have matured in his organization
in the last couple of months.

In less than a minute,
he unlocks his account and
changes his password
using Quick Reset MFA, and
he is good to start his job.

ACCOUNT PASSWORD RECOVERY THROUGH AI-BASED APPLICATION

Stephen, Sales
Director of a
pharmaceutical
company, has an
important meeting
with a large client.

Stephen wants his
account to be
unlocked before he
projects his laptop
screen for the
meeting.

Minutes before the
meeting he realizes that his
account is locked;
he turns pale.
Stephen can
now project his
presentation
and complete a
successful
sales pitch.

He can't call his IT
team from the
client's location as
that would
embarrass him
further.

He realizes he has the QUICK RESET
app. on his smartphone, so he quickly
grabs his phone and unlocks his
account immediately.

BE QUICK
LIKE

STEPHEN!

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ISSUE RESOLUTION THROUGH SCHEDULED OPTIMIZATION
Mary, from the development
team of an IT organization,
faces frequent system
performance issues as she uses
multiple tools simultaneously for
her software development work.

She calls the IT support engineer every time for
assistance to clear her temporary ﬁles and other
basic tasks to ensure better system performance.

Scheduled
System
Optimization

One day, the IT Support engineer
advises her to use a scheduled system
optimization feature in EUCS – the
end user computing solution recently
adopted by her organization.

ion
scheduled system optimizat
lly!
Completed Successfu

She schedules the system optimization
task to run daily on her machine. This
was simple and quick.

Mary soon realizes
her system is
performing much
faster and she is
able to work more
productively.

AUTOMATED DISK SPACE OPTIMIZATION THROUGH INTELLIGENT SELF-HEALING
Jose, the HR Manager, is glued
to his work during the
time of yearly appraisal.

He gets worried and
plans to give the laptop
to the IT team.

2
E=mc

He gets an alert from the EUCS
application stating "your C drive is
almost full". The system warns him
of data loss or unplanned reboot if
the issue continues unresolved.
He didn't have to run through
the long process of manually
raising the ticket and getting
help from the IT team to
resolve the issue.

But then to his surprise, a
message pops up from the EUCS
app. reading, ‘Can we remove
temporary ﬁles to free up your C
drive? Say Yes or No’.
Freeup disk space
YES

NO

Jose clicks "Yes"
and EUCS
executes the script
and makes space in
the C drive. Within
minutes, he is able
to work on his
system without any
further issues.

He was amazed with the
self-heal capability.

FREE
Wi-Fi
ZONE

SEAMLESS APP-ENABLED TICKET AND INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
She had to depend on her organization's
Incident Management tool every time to check
the status of her tickets and provide inputs.

Jade is
the Director
of Sales
in an IT MNC.

It was a lengthy process for her
and she was thus quite unhappy.
Robert, her junior, asks her to try GADET+,
CSS Corp’s nifty app for ticket management.

Jade tries out GADET+ app
on her mobile, and ﬁnds
it very appropriate.

She is
fascinated by
the simple and
consolidated view of her
tickets, notiﬁcations, easy
ticket creation and management,
by just a click on her mobile.

She realizes that
GADET+ has made her life
a lot simpler with its
user-friendly ticket
management capability.

REMOTE SUPPORT AND TROUBLESHOOTING THROUGH GADET+
James manages
internet services
for Happy Homes
Villas and
Apartments.

Repeated client calls
related to internet
accessibility keeps James
on his toes everyday.
Using GADET+,
James checks the
warranty status
of the products
beforehand.

He is not able to
service every client as
basic troubleshooting
and travelling takes up
most of his time,
thereby, disappointing
his clients.

Richard, his friend,
suggests GADET+
because of its
discovery option
that can help
James in his work.

Today, James does all
his basic troubleshooting
and data gathering
using the GADET+ app.

He has to rush to
the place where the
device is located
each time and
manually try to
resolve the issue.

Now, he has happy
customers and an increasing
customer base.

CUSTOMIZED CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT FOR INCREASING THE SALES PIPELINE
Patrick
(SVP, Client
Marketing)

I need to launch a new
campaign in 3 weeks. I
need someone who will
take end-to-end ownership.
Can you help?

Sure, our blueprint for
campaign management will
help faster provisioning and
get your new campaign up &
running in no time.

Audrey
(CSS Corp)

Few months later…

Patrick

3 weeks later…
Patrick

But will it take care of my
specialized requirements?

Patrick

Wow, my campaign is
already up & running. Its
going great, thanks!

Audrey

Of course! Our solution is
completely customized to your
requirements and is also compliant
with regulatory standards like
GDPR, PCI-DSS, ISO27001.

Audrey

Our automated solutions are
continuously monitoring and
optimizing your capacity and
resource utilization as well.

6 months later…

I saw on the news that XYZ
company faced severe disruption
and business downtime because
of the recent hurricane. I am
worried for my services now!

Don’t worry, with our robust
application-speciﬁc Cloud
Disaster Recovery options,
your business has near
real-time failover assurance.

Audrey

Audrey

Hi, how is your
campaign performing?

Great actually, we are
getting signiﬁcant incoming
trafﬁc and our sales pipeline
has increased by 20%.

Patrick

Audrey

Great to hear that. Good
luck on your campaign.

Thanks!

Patrick

OPTIMIZING CLOUD SPEND THROUGH AUTOMATION AND ADVANCED ANALYTICS
Angelina
(Client BU
Finance
Controller)

I am not sure how much ROI my BU
is getting from the cloud investments
we are making. Can you help?

Angelina

But I do hope my operations
are compliant with regulatory
mandates, since I don’t want
to pay out hefty penalties!

Dave
(CSS Corp)

Yes absolutely, we monitor infrastructure
utilization and provide you with a transparent view of your cloud costs. Based
on your usage, we also rightly size the
charge-back to the respective BUs.

Angelina

Of course, our services ensure that your cloud
operations are compliant with regulatory
mandates e.g. GDPR, PCI-DSS, ISO 27001.
So you can have complete peace of mind.

3 weeks later

That sounds great, and
can you help me optimize
the costs as well?

Dave

Hi, is your cloud spending
on track now?

Angelina

Dave

Yes, we do continuous optimization
of your cloud utilization powered by
automation and advanced analytics,
providing insights on managing costs,
assets, and driving efﬁciencies.

Dave

Yes, thanks. Your services are
helping us track our spending,
thereby, improving our budgetary
utilization by 30%.

CUSTOMIZED CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT THROUGH A PREDEFINED TECH STACK
George
(SVP, Client
Marketing)

I need to launch a new
campaign in 3 weeks. I
need someone who will
take end-to-end ownership.
Can you help?

Sure, our campaign
management launch pad
will help faster provisioning
and get your new campaign
up & running in no time.

George

Emily
(CSS Corp)

George

My target visitors will be
about 1Mn per day and the
campaign duration will be
for a week. What recommendations do you have?

Thanks for the input as
this helps us to decide the
optimal capacity. Our
solution has a predeﬁned
tech stack that allows you
to select the options, after
which we will be able to
view the complete setup.

Emily

George

Let’s go ahead then.

Here we go!!
Option 1 – LAMP, Drupal CMS,
Google Analytics, Performance
Monitoring, AWS.
Option 2 - LAMP, Adobe AEM,
Adobe Analytics, Performance
Monitoring, AWS.

5 minutes later…

I would prefer to go
with Option 1

That's a great choice for
running a cost effective
campaign.

Emily

Your campaign stack is
now completed. You will be
receiving your credentials
for the integrated
dashboard that provides
insights for trafﬁc metrics,
performance metrics, CMS
admin interface etc.

Emily

Great to hear that. Good
luck on your campaign.

Emily

Emily

Ah, that was quick!! Let me
take a look and start publishing
my content.

George

Thanks!

George

INTUITIVE SELF-SERVICE THROUGH PHONE DEFLECTION
Jennifer has purchased a
router. She wants to
check her order status.

I placed the
order long back.
What’s the
status?

Jennifer provides the
necessary information
and clicks SUBMIT.

Please enter serial number
to check order status
Registered number
+91-876543210
Product
XYZ router
Order number
7487937
Serial Number
UXCSS111
SUBMIT

Jennifer calls up the customer
support number and gets connected
to the IVR where she chooses her
preferred self-service option.

Jennifer receives the link
via SMS on her registered
device. The link directs her
to the self-service form.

Do you prefer
self service?
Say “Yes” to
proceed.

The case is created. The
status details of her order
is displayed. Resolution was
spontaneous and effortless.

YES

Order number

Web form
link

Jennifer’s query is resolved,
and she is a happy customer.

7487937
Serial Number
UXCSS111
Thank you for
submitting your serial
number. Your order
status is READY TO
SHIP. Expected delivery
date is: 22-08-20
Got queries?
Chat with out bot.

The self-service
option resolves her
query with minimal
efforts.

REDUCED WAIT TIME THROUGH SCHEDULED CALL BACK
Jane wants to know about
offers and discounts on the
product. She decides to call
customer care and check
for the offers.

CALL BACK
REQUEST
Receive a call back
ASAP
Schedule a call for
a later time

Jane calls up the customer care and gets connected
to the IVR where she instantly receives the offer
details via SMS on her registered mobile number.
I need to buy a
new product.
Maybe there is
an offer going
on! Let me call
and check.

Jane can select
“Receive call back
ASAP”, and she will
be connected to an
expert as soon as
one is available.

Hello Jane! Thank
you for being our
customer. We have
offers on products
which have been
shared to your
registered mobile
number.

CALL BACK
REQUEST

OR

Receive a call back
ASAP

OFFER
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Jane’s query is resolved, and
she is a happy customer now.
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Schedule a call for
a later time
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IVR
SPECIAL

Jane enters 2 for
a call back option
and gets redirected
to a web form to
ﬁll the required
details.
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However, Jane selects the option to
schedule the call on her preferable
time slot and submits the form.

She receives the
call back on her
preferred time and
places an order.

USA

| Costa Rica | Columbia | UK | Poland | China | India | Philippines | Mauritius

CSS Corp is a new age IT services and technology support company that harnesses the power of artiﬁcial
intelligence, automation, analytics, cloud and digital to address customer needs. We partner with leading
enterprises to help them realize their strategic business outcomes. Our team of 8000+ technology
professionals across 18 global locations is passionate about helping customers differentiate and succeed. We
act as a catalyst for growth by enabling enterprises to transform from traditional models to new age service
models and help them identify new revenue streams.
For more information on how we can transform your customer journey, please visit www.csscorp.com or
email us at info@csscorp.com

MORE SOLUTIONS COMING UP.

STAY TOONED!

